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ABSTRACT 

Assuming that the UHE air showers from Cyg X-3 are produced by 
photons, we calculate the expected neutrino emission from a model 
which produces the Y-rays in the atmosphere of the Cyg X-3 companion. 
We discuss the possibility of detecting such neutrinos in underground 
detectors and the constraints that such a signal places on the use of 
this model in other particle production scenarios. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Cyg X- 
10e4 eV to 10 16 

system has been observed at energies ranging Prom 
eV, with all but the radio emission showing a 4.8 

hour period.‘.If we Interpret the > TeV energy particles from Cyg X-3 
to be photons,’ then the differential flux from the system is given 
as’ 

my - . 3x1 O-lo E;:;’ cm-* set-’ TeV-’ . 
dETeV 

The 4.8 hour periodicity appears to be associated with the orbital 
period of a binary system consisting of a pulsar and 
companion.’ 

- et@ 

Vestrand and Eichler’ have used such a system to construct a 
model which generates > TeV Y-ray (see Pig. 1). The pulsar is 
considered a source of high energy protons, accelerated by large 
potential differences set up by the rapidly rotating magnetic field 
of a young neutron star.‘ These protons collide with nucleons in the 
atmosphere of the companion star, producing 1’s and K’s which then 
decay into photons and neutrinos. If the r-production region is 
optically thin to TeV Y-rays, the photons escape and are observed as 
pulses with widths determined by the size of the optically thin 
region and having phase dictated by the orientation at which the 
observer “sees” the pulsar through the companion’s atmosphere. In 
this way, the model gives > TeV Y-ray bursts at phase .25 and .75 
with A@ - 5%, in general agreement with the data. 

THE HIGH ENERGY NEUTRINO SPECTRUM 

If the > TeV events from Cyg X-3 are caused by photons, then the 
observed Y-ray spectrum is related to a n-spectrum which in turn can 
be related to a neutrino flux at the earth. Consider the observed 
Y-ray spectrum to originate from a source spectrum of the form 
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dSY 
7 t AE-” . (2) 

dEY 

In the model of Vestrand and Elchler, each HO decay produces 2Y’s and 
so 

dS,o 

dE,. 
- A*“-!E-” . (3) 

Each nucleon-proton interaction produces as many w* as x0 and so 

ds f II ds+ 
dE - 2dE 

nd3 
- * dEy ’ 

y;,gr,; ;; ;q; each 
charged n decay, having an energy E - 

. Therefore the relationship between the neut?ino 
source s~ec%rum %nd the Y-ray source spectrum is’ 

dSv q 2 dSy 
- - Cl-(J) 1 - . (5) 

dE” % dEY 

The neutrino source spectrum is degraded by vN + yx interactions 
as it is propagated through the companion star. The neutrino-nucleon 
cross section is’ 

I 

7x1 O-36 ETeV c$ (gilO0 TeV) 
(I - 

1 .2X1~-34 fin TeV “* 

(6) 
E (g?lOO TeV) , 

and the degredation at a given phase is dependent upon the amount of 
material a neutrino traverses at that phase (see Pig. 1). We have 
used a ZAMS model of a 2.8 M star’ to approximate’ the density 
profile of the companion. 

8 The effect of neutrino absorption as a 
function of phase is shown ‘in Pig. 2 and the resulting neutrino 
“light-curves” are shown in Pig. 3. 

The derivation of the neutrino source spectrum assumed that the 
T’S and K’s decay before interacting. The condition that this 
assumption be valid is just that the decay lengths be shorter than a 
Pew interaction lengths: 

‘dec x (yCT)n,K < 3 - iInt - (+ 
1nt)n.K ’ 

(7) 

Taking d 
envelope &A 

= 3.10-26cm2 at TeV energies and scaling n to stellar 
sities (lO+g cmm3) we have 

1: 5~10~ ETeV cm 

K: 8.~10~ ETeV cm 
I 

5 6x107/~-6 cm , (8) 



where pe6 z p/lo -6 g cm -3. The inequality of equatlon (8) does not 
hold for E > E = loo/~-~ TeV. In this energy range, only neutrinos 
produced by &armed (or heavier flavor) meson decay will be emitted, 
ulth a flux of c and 
decay. Heavy FP 

arm/srr K relative to that produced by n 
aver firoduction is down by a factor of IO* - 10 3 

relative to n-K production and thus the neutrino spectrum above 
100 TeV should be down by a factor of lo* - IO3 relative to the flux 
expected Prom the decay pipe Scenario. n’s and K’s produced with E > 
E will have their energy reduced until E - E , at which point they 
ppoduce a neutrino with Ev - EC resulting in a &ump in the neutrlno 
spectrum at EC. 

Finally, we can calculate the relationship between the observed 
differential energy spectra of neutrinos and Y-rays. Taking into 
account the fact that we only see photons Prom Tag decay under 
favorable orientations we write 

dN 
-k! = [,-&q2, 

2.1 5 dNy 

dE % A@Y .dE’ (9) 

where AJ, (- 401) and A$I~ (- 5%) are the duty cycles of neutrino and 
Y-ray pro&ction. Thus 

dN 
2: 
dE 4x10-” Eizi’ cm-* see-’ TeV (E<Ec) (10) 

and about lo-* - 10-3 of this value for E > Ec. 

THE NEUTRINO SIGNAL IN UNDERGROUND DETECTORS 

Here we discuss the possibility of observing the nuetrino flux 
from Cyg X-3 In an underground water Cerenkov-type detector (e.g. the 
IMH proton decay detectorlO having dimensions 17m x 18m x *3m, 
located at a depth of 1500 m.w.e.1. In figure 4, we give a generic 
sketch of such a detector. Muonneutrinos from Cyg X-3 can cause two 
types of events in these detectors. They can: (1) Interact within 
the detector, producing a muon which is observed by its Cerenkov 
radiation: or (2) Interact with the earth, producing a muon which 
passes through the detector. Events (1) will be called contained 
events and events (2) will be called external events. 

The probability of observing a contained event is just the ratio 
of the average detector trajectory to the interaction length: 

A,(E,) - 
<“det (Es1 OOTeV) 

‘Int 
- <Dno = 

4x10-’ ]1,o ETeV 

7x10-8 
(11) 

alo9.n ETeV (E>lOOTeV) , 

;~~;eo~aeio; ‘(;,y - <Ddet (m.w.J.1, n = 6~10~~ cmm3, and a is taken 

In order to calculate the probability of observing an external 
event, we need to know the range of a muon in rock. Taking into 
account energy losses due to ionization, bremsstrallung. pair 
production, and inelastic collisions, we can write” 



dE 
-iF - 1 .9x10q6 TeVcm-’ + 4klO+ ETeV ,,-’ , 

which gives a muon range of 

The fact that muons made within R(E) of the detector extends the size 
of the detector towards Cyg X-3 and results in a probability for an 
external event of 

R(E u - 3xl05Ln (1 + 2ETei) cm. TeV 

(12) 

(13) 

F,(E,) = 
R[(‘-y)EV] 

= 1~10 -6 
‘Int 

ETe~2nC1+2(1-~ETeijl (ETeVaoo) (14) 

where (1-y) is the fraction of energy carried off by the muon in a vN 
+ px interaction. For simplicity, we take y = l/2." Note that P /p 
increases with energy, making contained events rare in a s&a? 
dominated by > TeV neutrinos. 

The rate of external events due to a neutrino spectrum of the 
form fl,,/dE - aE -’ incident upon a detector of cross sectional area A 
IS 

dN 

‘e - A [P,(E) $ dE 

- Aa 1~10~~ /ET;;' fin(‘+ETeV)dE (ETeV<lOO) . (15) 

For a spectral index n < 3, the integral of equation (15) is 
dominated by 10 - 100 Tell events, cut off by the logarithmic range 
dependence. In this energy regime we expect external events to be 
1000 times more likely than contained events. 

Using the neutrino spectrum derived from the observed photon 
spectrum in the previous section (a - 4x10-10cm-2sec-’ and n - 2.1) 
and scaling A to the IMB detector (A IMB = 400 m*), the predicted 
event rate for Cyg X-3 is 

fCyg x-3 = 2~10~~ see-l/400 m* * (16) 

or slightly less t.6) than 1 event/year. 
This signal must be picked out from the muon background due to 

cosmic ray interactions in the atmosphere. Since muons have a finite 
range in earth (see equation (13)). there is a zenith angle dependent 
energy threshold for a background muon to reach the detector, 

E,:;(Y) - 4 exp z5 - 1 ] , 
1 

(17) 

where Y is the zenith angle and from figure 4, 



X(Y) - R( (i -1) cos Y + ,,g -1)2 2 cos Y d cd -2)1”2j . - E F (18) 

Using the fact that the integrated muon background goes as Em2,1r the 
background rate in IMB is 

drBCKGRND 

cl = 5x10-‘[exp(&) - 11s2 zec-’ degs2 , (19) 

which must be multiplied by the solid angle corresponding to the 
detector’s acceptance cone.‘* The muon background as a function of 
zenith angle is shown in figure 5. 

In the case of Cyg X-3, one cannot use the zenith angle 
dependence of the muon background to full advantage because of Cyg 
X-3’s location for northern hemisphere observers. With a declination 
of 40.80. the zenith angle of Cyg X-3 is restricted to the range B - 
40.80 ( y < 139.20 - B for an observer at latitude 8. This 
confinement reduces northern latitude exposure times to ‘a few 
hours/day (e.g. IMB has I > 86O for - 5 hours/day). 

NEUTRINO PRODUCED MUONS AND CONSTRAINTS ON CYG X-3 

Observations of the muon-content and zenith angle dependence of 
the air showers from the direction of Cyg X-3 appear to indicate that 
the showers cannot be caused by photons or neutrinos.*’ The phase 
correlation and directionality of the signal and the distance to Cyg 
X-3 constrain the air shower particle to be neutral, less than a few 
GeV in mass, and matastable (T 2 months).” Several authors” have 
tried to construct scenarios in which these “cygnets” are produced. 
We would like to point out that even if the air showers are not due 
to photons, the neutrino flux accompanying the creation of cygnets 
and the fact that cygnets have not been seen in accelerator searches 
places severe constraints on using a Verstrand and Eichler-type 
mechanism for cygent production. 

This model would use pN * Cygnet, (n,K) interactions in the 
companion’s atmosphere to produce the cygnet flux. The ratio of 
cygnets to muon neutrinos is just 

&:!T.%. 
C NC UC 

(20) 

If we want cygnets to have the same flux as indicated by air showers, 
then the rate of external events in IMB scales as 

+Yg x-3 :: > . yr-l . 
c 

(21) 

rinos-from Cyg X-3 implies that a 1 
). A GeV particle with this largeC a 

produceion cross section would be difficult to hide in accelerator 



searches. Therefore the model for producing anything but neutrinos 
and r-rays with a proton beam hitting the COmpanion Star seems to be 
inconsistent with our calculation of the neutrino signal and we 
conclude that such new particles must come directly from the Compact 
object. 

SUMMARY 

Using a model which produces > TeV Y-rays, we have calculated 
the expected neutrino flux from Cyg X-3, normalized to the photon 
flux (see equation (10)). The source of spectrum of neutrinos 1s 
modified by passage through the companion star, resulting in the 
neutrino ‘light curves” of figure 3. The event rate in an 
underground detector is about l/yr/400 m2. Although the rate is not 
measurable with current detectors, this calculation can be used to 
put limits on the production of other types of particles in the Cyg 
x-3 system. 
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Note added: After our work of ref. 9 was completed we learned of 
similar work by: T. Gaisser and T. Stanev, Phyz. Rev. Lett., in 
press (1985); V. S. Berezinsky. C. Caztagnoli, and P. Galeotti, 
preprint (1985) ; G. Cocconi, CERN preprint (1985). These groups 
reached similar conclusions to ours. 
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